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The otherwise extensive historiography of slavery in colonial America has rather neglected the overseer and his family, as indeed the wider historiography of colonial
society has often neglected the white poor. By considering, specifically, the role of overseers’ wives, this article seeks to recover the history of poor white women who, although
often vilified by their employers for their allegedly wayward behaviour, made a significant contribution, economically and socially, to the plantation community. By so
doing, it casts fresh light upon white women who lived on the margins of wider colonial society and the shadowy ‘edges’ of slavery itself.

There are few figures more elusive in the history of colonial America than the overseer’s wife. Indeed, the situation of their husbands has seldom been subject to rigorous analysis. These men’s origins, recruitment, conditions of employment, their
role in labour management, and the inherent complexities surrounding their
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status as mediators between master and slave have all been obscured by a powerful
stereotype: that of the brutish and vulgar task-master despised by his employer
and feared by his reluctant workforce.1 It is small wonder, then, that their uneducated wives are almost absent from a literature that has, otherwise, probed deeply
into the institution of American slavery and the lives of both the enslaved and their
owners. Those who occupied the narrow and contested middle ground of class and
race relations have largely vanished from our sight. Women who inhabited this
middle ground in slave societies, such as overseers’ wives, are almost untraceable.
Recovering the overseer’s wife is made more complicated still by the fragmented
and partial archival record of their lives; they have left far less impression on
the historical record than the valuable human property that worked the fields
and served in the big house. Yet, for the painstaking researcher, there is evidence
enough to demonstrate that these women significantly shaped the multiracial
plantation society within which they lived and worked. Indeed, the addition of
overseers’ wives to histories of the Old South adds a new gender dynamic to
debates that have primarily been dominated by race and class.2
The relationship between slavery, race and gender has become a central area of
study in recent years. The role of the plantation mistress and the lives of female
slaves have been investigated rigorously.3 Slave women are far more prominent
in colonial records than lower-class white women. Slaves, male and female, can
be found in all forms of colonial records: business records, court records, newspaper articles and advertisements, and personal records such as diaries, letters and
wills. The majority of slave traders and slave owners meticulously recorded
every detail about their human property. Slave women constantly appear in
ledgers, account books, deeds of sale, hire contracts, inventories, wills, letters
and diaries. Slaves’ unfree status meant that logging and tracking them was of
the utmost importance to all those involved in their lives. From the day they
were born to the day they died, nearly every detail of slaves’ lives was recorded.
Plantation owners were, in particular, quite curious about the characters and behaviour of their slaves. They made lengthy comments about male and female individuals, often including points about their physique, mannerisms and character.
The lives of slave women across the North American colonies have been reconstructed from these plentiful historical records. The intimate details available
have allowed historians of the South, such as Carol Berkin and Betty Wood
and, for the Caribbean, Barbara Bush, to construct rich and full accounts of the
female slave experience.4
In contrast, very few people who were literate had more than minimal, if any,
contact with, or interest in, the lower classes in the colonial South. Furthermore,
unless they committed a crime or raised enough money to buy land or slaves,
lower-class men and women do not appear in institutional records. For lowstatus women, the situation is an even greater challenge. Their gender usually precluded their mention in the few sources in which their husbands, fathers and
brothers made a fleeting appearance. Their lack of wealth and personal property,
low social standing, gender, and free status meant that little time or effort was
spent on recording details about their lives. The women themselves left little
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testimony, for most were barely literate or were illiterate. Thus the evidence to
recreate a full and vibrant picture of the lives of lower-class white women in eighteenth-century Virginia and South Carolina simply does not exist. Yet, by scouring
the plantation records, blurred vision begins to focus and a fuller appreciation
emerges of the interpersonal dynamics that shaped life on colonial slave
plantations.
This demands the historian’s attention because the overseer’s wife was not a rare
or exceptional character. Although it is commonly thought that the men employed
to work as overseers on colonial slave plantations were young and single, this
assumption is incorrect.5 Plantation records reveal that many overseers in fact
had wives.6 Indeed, planters looking to recruit a new overseer often desired ‘one
that has a wife’.7 A married man was less likely to pursue sexual relationships
with female slaves, which were a powerful source of strife, resentment and
discord within the slave quarters. Yet, significantly, the role of the overseer’s
wife went far beyond ensuring domestic harmony. They (and also overseers’
daughters, widows, and some skilled single women) undertook an array of important tasks, crucial both to the productivity and self-sufficiency of the plantation,
and they were often commended by leading planter-patriarchs for their diligence
and success in their labours. These commendations are evidence enough of the
pivotal role played by poor white women on the slave plantation, and studying
them thus offers a unique perspective on colonial society in Virginia and South
Carolina, enmeshed as they were in a complex web of class, race and gender
relationships. Some aspects of these relationships, such as slave women and the
plantation mistress, remain frustratingly elusive, for, all too often, the documentary record offers little more than sideways glances and tantalising hints. Kathleen
Brown’s conception of slave society in colonial Virginia, and the South, rests upon
a foundation of gender difference. Brown emphasises that it is important to study
not only privileged white women who owned slaves, but also lower-class white
women, who occupied a liminal position in hierarchies of race and class, to
fully understand the development of the colonial South and slavery in the eighteenth century.8 Our evidence, shadowy as it is in places, is telling enough, by
focusing on the partnership between overseer and wife, to cast much illumination
on the hitherto hidden contributions made by lower-class women to the day-today operation of the plantation system and the wider nature of gendered relations.
Laurel Thatcher Ulrich and Linda Sturtz, in their excellent studies of white
women in the colonial North and South, also raise valuable questions. Both scholars accept that the construction of colonial women’s history is problematic for
many reasons, and both found that the study of free, white, working women
uncovered more about ‘female responsibility’, which was ‘often very broad’, and
less about ‘economic opportunity’. However, such studies provide new insights
into gender relations in the colonial era. Ulrich and Sturtz’s work stresses the
need to understand the social and economic exchanges and interactions in
which these women were involved, with both men and women of different
classes and races, to fully understand the development of colonial America.9
They also highlight the necessity to reconsider existing assumptions about the
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experiences of women in this era. Seventeenth and eighteenth century recruiting
pamphlets claimed that women in the American colonies spent all of their time
at housework. In the past, it has been argued that many women who lived in
the American colonies at this time transcended the gendered constraints of patriarchy with regard to their husbands, and lived in what was portrayed as a ‘golden
age’. Modern scholarship has refuted this view, which emphasised the ‘contrast
between self-sufficient, independent colonial women and the oppressed, middleclass victim of industrialization confined to her home by stultifying ideology’.
More recent studies of women living in colonial America argue that ‘there was
no golden age’ and regard such theories as nothing more than a ‘convenient backdrop for studies of nineteenth-century domesticity’.10 Though both viewpoints
highlight important arguments about colonial wives, neither recognises the true
complexity of the lives of poor Southern white women, nor do they do anything
to challenge stereotypes of them as feckless and disorderly. The study of overseers’
wives broadens the debate. Rather than confining their labours exclusively to the
home and the domestic sphere, colonial wives in the South, in particular those
who lived on plantations, were likely to be found working in a ‘little factory producing the items the family needed to survive’, and carrying out chores that went
beyond the realms of ‘housework’.11
From the early eighteenth century overseers and their wives and families
quickly became categorised as belonging to a distinct ‘overseeing’ class. This
identity was imposed on them usually by their employers; their behaviour and
character was largely judged in relation to their reputation as a group or class
of people, rather than as individuals with different backgrounds and experiences.12 The dominant class of slave owners frequently claimed that overseers
were men without morals, education, skill, or ambition. These men were allegedly ‘at their best a necessary evil’ who enjoyed ‘nothing else but thwarting
their employer and abusing his Negroes’.13 Planters often used the same scathing
terminology when referring to overseers’ wives. It was not uncommon to call
white labouring women ‘whores’ and ‘wenches’ if they did not follow the rules
of etiquette colonial society expected of the lower classes, or behave with the
decorum considered appropriate to their gender. Overseers’ wives and their children were viewed by some planters as nothing more than extra mouths to feed.
Such negative feelings towards overseers and their families were not always
unwarranted. The behaviour of some did indeed justify censure and ill feeling.
However, much of the negative stereotyping of overseers and their wives was
undeserved and rooted in a marked and persistent class prejudice. The voices
of more appreciative colonial planters have been drowned out by the cries of disgruntled, and often misogynistic, planters. Thus, while some overseers’ wives and
other white female employees were often praised for their skills and good work,
many were simultaneously shunned and despised because of their perceived
socio-economic inferiority, and not only by their employers, but also by the
slaves they were employed to oversee. This denigration of low-status white
women is indicative of a powerful impulse to reinforce conventional social hierarchies in a maturing colonial society.
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Yet that impulse was often challenged by the fluidity of social relations in the
New World. The investigation of overseers’ wives illustrates the complexities of
class, race and gender interactions in the colonial South, and highlights the different ideologies and distinct relationships that were formed between members of the
plantation household in the colonial era. Too often pro-slavery ideology that
developed in the antebellum era, which was based on the idea that all blacks
were inferior, and thus suited to slavery, while superior whites were free, has
been applied to the colonial era. Studying both overseers and their wives reveals
that although class prejudice was virulent in the colonial South, deeper analysis
of the lives of free white men and women from the lower echelons reveals an interesting and overlooked point. Free whites employed on plantations who worked
hard and earned the support and patronage of their employers could overcome
such prejudice and move up the social and economic ladder. This is an indication
that boundaries between social classes were more porous in the colonial era than
the antebellum era. It is, however, worthwhile, first, to look at those troublesome
women who, along with their husbands, provoked this marked and persistent class
prejudice and undoubtedly contributed to fostering an unsavoury reputation.
Some eighteenth-century planters were fervently against the employment of
overseers who had wives and families. They emphasised the additional economic
burden to the plantation, and viewed overseers as a class of rogues whose wives
doubled their trouble. From 1770 to 1778 Tom Freshwater was an overseer for
Landon Carter, a leading Virginian planter. During this time Freshwater’s ‘mad
bitches’, his wife and daughters, were caught stealing peaches from the plantation
where they lived and worked. Freshwater’s wife and daughters were not only
caught red-handed, but upon apprehension unleashed a ‘vile strain of Abuse’ at
their social superiors. Carter threatened Freshwater’s wife that if she and her
daughters continued to misbehave he would have them ‘whipped off the plantation’. This first incident nearly cost the overseer his job. A short time later,
Carter undoubtedly regretted his decision to keep the Freshwaters in his employ
when he found Tom Freshwater ‘again abusively outrageous’. Carter complained
about the ‘gang of Devils of Freshwaters, whose wife and all his daughters . . . lie
there to do me all kinds of mischief as they can. Stealing away my Chickens . . .
Quarrelling with the people’. As a result Carter decided he could tolerate the Freshwater family no more and noted their fate in his diary: ‘He, wife, and daughters
shall be this day drove off ’.14
The Freshwaters, husband, wife and daughters, had compounded their sins by
hurling abusive language at their lordly employer, but their thefts and the disruption they caused were the root of their eviction; they threatened the plantation
economically. Not only did some overseers’ wives add to the running costs of plantations, but some planters claimed that their antics and disregard for their employer’s rules and regulations resulted in damaged property and a loss of profit. While
it is likely that many problems that arose on plantations involving overseers and
their families were unavoidable or accidental, it is clear that some overseers and
their families were most unruly servants, unafraid to defy and rob the planters
who employed them.
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Such incidents cannot be properly understood outside the dynamics of day- today life on a slave plantation, in particular in the contest that inevitably developed
between labourer and labour manager for status and authority over the enslaved.
This point can be well illustrated by a drama that unfolded on another of
Landon Carter’s Virginia plantations. A slave girl went to her master one evening
and claimed that the overseer’s wife, Mrs Selfe, had ‘stuck pins in her ear’.
Another male slave followed and said he had been threatened with a whipping by
the overseer, Mr Selfe, over some corn that had gone missing from a store house.
He claimed that he had nothing to do with the missing corn, but alleged that
Mrs Selfe had left the key in the corn house door when she left to attend another
matter. Initially, there was much confusion, over why the slave girl had a bloodied
ear and over what happened to the corn supply. The slave girl’s testimony immediately placed Mrs Selfe in the spotlight and under suspicion. An inquiry into the incident took place the following day, and after investigation the truth came out. It was
discovered by the plantation owner that Mr Selfe, the overseer, had in fact inflicted
the injury upon the slave girl for allegedly taking the store house key and passing it
on to some slaves. Mr Selfe admitted he had given his wife the key to the store house
to lock up some equipment, and that she left the key unsecured in their house when
she went to catch some crabs. Furthermore, the young slave girl confessed that her
‘Granny’ told her to blame the overseer’s wife for her injury to spite her and her
master. ‘Granny Sukey’ was unhappy at the placement of her granddaughter in
the overseer’s home and under his wife’s authority. Determined to reverse her
master’s decision, the slave grandmother placed the blame on Mrs Selfe and
ensured her negligence in the theft of the key to the store house was exposed.15
Although the truth quickly became clear about Granny Sukey’s initial attempt to
discredit Mrs Selfe, the tale-telling and resulting investigation, headed by Carter,
revealed the negligence of the overseer’s wife with regard to plantation property
and supplies as well as the brutal treatment of a young slave by her husband. The
theft of the key and corn supplies would have undoubtedly been dealt with by
the overseer himself and hidden from his employer’s sight. However, slaves pointing
the finger at the overseer’s wife in two related incidents forced the intervention of
the master. Granny Sukey and her granddaughter appear to have escaped any
further punishment related to the matter, and the other slaves involved in the
theft of corn stored in the warehouse absconded. Although their guilt was undeniable, at the same time and, by simple means, the slaves had called into question the
credibility of the overseer’s wife. Her actions were scrutinised, her carelessness
exposed, and her reputation with her employer damaged. Furthermore, the incident raises an interesting question regarding slaves’ perceptions of lower-class
whites employed to work on slave plantations, in particular white women. An overseer’s wife was often an easy target for slaves. Overseers’ wives, even more so than
their husbands, were on some occasions a ‘weak point in the hierarchy of white over
black’.16 The placement of a slave girl under the charge of Mrs Selfe and her perceived mistreatment of that slave was deemed inappropriate for a woman of her
class by other slaves with whom she had contact. The slave girl’s grandmother
took action to see that the overseer’s wife was kept in her place.
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This incident points to more entrenched problems of plantation management
and the conflicting interests of planters, overseeing households, and slaves. When
the chain of command from black to white was broken, or disrupted by slaves,
the resolutions that were reached often did not reflect favourably on overseers or
their wives. Although Mrs Selfe’s innocence regarding the punishment of the
young slave girl came to the surface, as a result her husband’s guilt emerged and
her own negligence in another matter was exposed. Both husband and wife likely
suffered the wrath of a planter who was more incensed by the ‘barbarity [of]
these few drops of blood on the Ear of a child’ and the incompetence of the overseer’s wife, than he was by the scheming and theft committed by his slaves.17
A consistent complaint made by planters was that overseers and their wives
got above their ‘station’, which caused them to abuse their power, enhance their
own well-being, and neglect their duties. Carter complained that one of his
horses was in poor condition and was ‘saddle galled’. Although he had not sanctioned the use of the horse by his overseer, he suspected the horse had been
damaged by being used ‘as a pad for the overseers lady’. After realising one of
his overseeing households had commandeered some of his slaves for their own
convenience, another planter in Virginia commented: ‘As for their wives and children I shan’t maintain them; for I think they do more hurt than good, taking the
hands to wait upon them’.18
In South Carolina, Henry Laurens suspected that one of his overseers,
Mr Godfrey, and his wife were misusing his slaves for their own personal
comfort and gain; Laurens wrote to his agent in the area: ‘And I wonder in
what Station he has kept Mary. Probably since his Marriage, he may have taken
her into the House. If so, he will be further open to censure. Tis time to
enquire particularly, what Negroes and how many he employs, or keeps idle,
since the increase of his family’.19 When Laurens received reports on the occupations of his slaves at the plantation where Godfrey and his wife lived, his suspicions were confirmed. The slave list ‘shews that Mr. Godfrey empl[o]y’d 5 Negroes
about his house’.20 In Virginia, some overseeing couples appropriated the labour
of plantation slaves to ease their own existence without the permission of their
employer. After visiting one of his overseers, Landon Carter remarked that ‘I
was sorry to see his wife act the part of a fine lady in all her wearing apparel
with at least two maids beside her own girl to get dinner and wait upon her . . .
I would rather have seen the diligent, industrious women ’.21 Such views were
reflective of the idea of the productive and useful ‘farmwife’ that was developed
in the colonial era and carried into the antebellum era. Planter hostility to
social pretensions among the ‘overseer class’ was evident and it is clear that
class as well as racial awareness occupied the minds of colonial planters to a considerable degree. Often, overseeing families were not viewed as fellow whites by
their employers and social superiors, and overseers’ wives who did not perform
the role of the ‘ideal farmwife’ were held in contempt.22
There is, here, an obvious class tension; the planter and his mistress looked
askance at behaviour that seemed to challenge established authority and hierarchies of rank and yet the employment they offered inevitably promoted social
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mobility and heightened aspirations. In particular, their place, physical and social,
close to the planter and the plantation mistress, among yet above the slaves, is
likely to have fostered a sense of entitlement and an assertive self-confidence on
the part of the overseer and his family. Once again, the paucity of the sources
makes gauging the exact extent of a grating friction between lower-class ambition
and planter-class reaction problematic, but testimony enough exists to confirm
that employment on a plantation provided opportunities too tempting to resist.
Those wives granted their own domestic servants as part of a contract might
soon assume the airs of one accustomed to being served personally. Others
more deliberately strove to erode the distinctions between themselves and their
social superiors.23
Indeed, for some overseers’ wives legitimate access to personal servants was not
enough and they indulged in criminal activities to improve their economic wellbeing. Living on a slave plantation gave lower-class white women an unusual
amount of freedom, and access to equipment, resources and slaves from which
they would otherwise have been kept at a distance. Either collaborating with
their husbands or independently, white women who worked on plantations
occasionally made off with goods and slaves. Theft was the most serious offence
in which overseers and their families took part, and was probably the major contributor to the bad reputation with which most overseers were burdened. For
example, one of the overseers employed by William Cabell, a Virginia planter,
went to him and revealed that ‘his wife confessed she stole a pair of thread stockings’ from her employer’s house and ‘prayed for mercy’ for his wife.24
However, more seriously than stealing peaches or stockings, or the unsanctioned
use of plantation resources to feed their own livestock and slaves, some overseers
and their wives stole from planters on a much grander scale. One overseer’s wife
stole a slave and absconded with the intention of selling the boy. Another overseer’s
wife was a clear co-conspirator in the trafficking of goods and slave labour from the
plantation where her husband was employed. The slaves and goods were taken to
and used on their own plot of land. Furthermore, to cover up the theft the overseeing couple in question falsely claimed that the overseer’s wife had brought a fortune
to their marriage. The couple claimed that it was this wealth that enabled them to
develop their own land into a plantation at the same time as working as overseers.25
One overseer’s wife was caught pilfering from the plantation slaves. The slaves in
question sought justice and punished the woman with a whipping. The plantation
owner defended his slaves against the white ‘wench’ and commented that they ‘only
moderately whipt her’, rather than punishing his slaves for assaulting a white
woman.26 Her social status as a lower-class ‘wench’, confirmed in his mind by her
behaviour, was clearly more significant to the planter than any notion of a shared
racial status that must be defended.
Thus, the overseers’ wives occupied, alongside their husbands, a contested, and
potentially dangerous space between master and slave. As the direct managers of
labour in a system ultimately predicated on physical coercion, tension was inevitable. Equally significant, though, were the politics of plantation relationships. As
the situation between Granny Sukey and Mrs Selfe illustrates, slaves fully
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recognised that overseers and their wives were socially inferior to their plantation
masters, and, on occasion, they exploited this vulnerability to meet their own ends.
As well as cunning ploys and ‘running to the master’, physical confrontations were
another manifestation of this situation. Such conflicts witnessed by overseers’
wives were no doubt harrowing experiences, especially for those whose husbands
died at the hands of their charges.27 Yet the wives themselves also ran the risk of
death or injury at the hands of slaves. There are a small number of recorded
cases in which slaves who had been antagonised by an overseer’s wife plotted
their revenge. In 1744, the Virginia House of Burgesses heard the case of a slave
who had ‘murdered his Overseer’s Wife’.28 In 1735, a South Carolina planter
named Silas Miles put forward a petition to the South Carolina Commons
House of Assembly stating, ‘the petitioner had the misfortune that one of his
Negro Slaves (Primus) to shoot his Overseers Wife’. There is no mention of the
events surrounding the shooting or if the attack was provoked. However, as
slaves’ access to guns was limited, and the slave in question absconded immediately after the attack, it is unlikely that the shooting was an accident.29 What is
clear from this incident and others like it is that overseers’ wives’ proximity to
large groups of enslaved labourers, their recognised low social standing among
slaves under their supervision, their gender, and their distance from free white
populations placed them in particularly vulnerable positions.
Leaving behind, the roguish and the unruly overseers’ wives, and the stereotypes
they fostered, the social and economic progress of a number of other white women
who lived on colonial slave plantations demonstrates the importance of their contributions both to their families and to the broader, multiracial plantation community. In contrast to the ‘peach-stealing bitches’ and the ‘wenches’ who
maddened their employers, many overseers’ wives were viewed as highly valued
members of the plantation community. These women often received glowing
reports about their work habits and domestic skills from the planters who
employed them, despite their low socio-economic status in a world that was structured by class as well as race and gender. Like female traders and tavern owners in
towns and cities, overseers’ wives, in the plantation countryside, performed roles
and skilled labour that determined their reputation to a greater extent than
assumptions about their gender.30 The reconstruction of the lives of those
women who were hardworking and well respected establishes the place of overseers’ wives in colonial history and women’s history. Furthermore, examining
how their roles affected their husbands’ prospects as overseers as well as their
own prospects as women and wives presents a more comprehensive understanding
of the plantation South in the eighteenth century. It is significant that within overseeing couples husbands could separate themselves from their spouses when they
wanted or needed to. Yet, they also made use of their labour in a number of
capacities.
According to Mary Beth Norton, ‘whether black or white, rich or poor . . . most
colonial Southern women can be summed up in one word “circumscribed”’. They
were ‘tied down by the care of their families’.31 Overseers’ wives were extremely
valuable to their husbands, and sometimes to their husbands’ employers, as
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homemakers. Their place on the plantation was primarily within the domestic
sphere, yet they performed a variety of other tasks. Like most women, overseers’
wives provided care for their families and did the washing, mending, cooking
and cleaning for the household. Before the onset of the consumer revolution,
most wives produced everyday necessities of life such as food, drink, candles,
soap, clothes, and sometimes shoes, in their own homes, for use by their families,
but often in overseeing households these items were also produced for sale.
Rather than being extra mouths to feed and consumers of plantation resources,
deeper investigation reveals that many overseers’ wives were vital members of the
household unit and were often an asset to their husbands’ employers. Although
colonial wives provided their husbands with the resources, sustenance, and the
daily stability they needed to carry out their work efficiently, the significance of
the traditional role overseers’ wives played in the domestic sphere, as wives,
mothers and homemakers, for both black and white inhabitants of the plantation,
has gone unacknowledged. Furthermore, the records of colonial planters show
that overseers’ wives were rewarded with payments and bonuses for their diligence
both in domestic and skilled tasks. They carried out skilled labour, such as spinning, sewing and weaving, taught slaves their crafts, directed slaves in the production of dairy goods and the rearing of livestock, and played nurse and
midwife, enhancing the profitability of the plantation.
In both South Carolina and Virginia, some planters specifically advertised for
overseers with wives. The Virginia Gazette reveals that one planter requested ‘a
married man as overseer on the farms’. Another wanted an overseer with a ‘wife
that understands a dairy’. Furthermore, recognising that planters were sometimes
in need of skills and habits traditionally associated with women, some overseers
advertised their married status when seeking employment. One overseer advertised that he was ‘a married man’; another potential overseer advertised himself
as ‘a man, with a family’. A wife and a family were attributes that gave men an
air of stability and morality in the colonial South. Notions about women’s intrinsic
moral nature and ‘civilizing influence’, which were to become enshrined in the
‘cult of domesticity’ in the nineteenth century, were important to planters
looking for men to oversee their slaves and plantation affairs.32 Single women,
some ‘elderly’, and others with children also placed advertisements seeking work
on plantations, touting the skills and stabilising influence associated with their
gender.33 In contracts of employment, most planters were willing to provide for
overseers’ wives and families. George Washington allowed his overseers as much
corn, milk and butter as they and their families could eat and use without
waste. He wrote to one overseer that if he had ‘any matrimonial scheme in
view’ he did not wish to hinder his plans, and if he intended to bring a wife to
the plantation she would also be provided with food ‘to eat, and in all respects,
fare as you do’, with no deductions from his wage. One planter was particularly
pleased when his overseer’s wife turned out to be ‘a neat, Housewifely woman’.34
There were a number of more practical reasons to employ these white women
alongside their husbands. Many planters realised that a hardworking wife added
to, rather than wasted, plantation resources.35 Overseers were expected to direct
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the slaves under their supervision constantly ‘and never stir from them during
their hours of work’.36 This theoretically left them time for little else, so they
needed someone to keep house for them. Planters acknowledged the importance
of fulfilling these basic domestic needs for overseers who were not married. They
usually provided slave women to carry out domestic duties as a standard part of
their compensation package. At the very least, ‘a single man’ was provided ‘with
his washing’. Other planters placed one or two slaves at their overseer’s disposal
to take care of housekeeping and attend to any other domestic tasks. Sometimes
planters even paid slave-owning overseers an additional sum, on top of their
wages, to use their own slaves as domestic help, accommodating the overseer’s
domestic needs at the same time as preventing any loss of earnings.37 It remained
a prerequisite for eighteenth-century unmarried overseers to be provided with
domestic care and services which would not be deducted from their wages.
However, the labour of a slave who was able-bodied enough to do domestic
tasks for an overseer was worth more than the cost of the provisions planters
would need to allocate for an overseer’s wife. Thrifty planters recognised that overseers with wives saved them the cost and trouble of providing such services for
their employees. Even more indicative of the importance some planters accorded
to domestic satisfaction within the overseers’ household was their willingness to
provide additional remuneration. While it was normal to provide board and provisions for overseers’ wives, some planters also supplied wine, cheese, cloth and
luxury items.38 Some hardworking wives were given the additional help of
young slaves in their homes.39 The provision of domestic support for overseers
was clearly recognised by planter-employers, and additional provisions and payments for overseers’ wives were formalised in their husbands’ contracts.40
An incident regarding an unmarried overseer and a slave on the plantation of
Henry Laurens, one of the wealthiest planters in colonial South Carolina, highlights a more specific social reason why planters sought married men as overseers.
Laurens, like many of his contemporaries, unreservedly condemned sexual
relationships between slaves and overseers. Such relationships were not only a
breach of contract but were viewed as extremely disruptive to plantation life.
Some masters worried about their overseers harassing and abusing female
slaves.41 Moreover, planters wanted to prevent any potential upset that would
disturb labourers and prevent them from carrying out their assigned workload.
In 1763, upon discovering a relationship between his overseer James Lawrence
and Hagar, a slave under Lawrence’s supervision, Laurens wrote to his overseer,
‘I am now to inform you that I have provided a man to come and succeed you
at Mepkin [plantation] as Overseer there’. He made clear to Lawrence the
grounds for his dismissal: ‘The true reason of my taking this step is your familiarity with Hagar which besides being wrong & unwarrantable in itself must be
extremely offensive to me and very hurtful to my Interest, as it must tend to
make a good deal of jealousy and disquiet amongst the Negroes’.42 According to
Laurens, such a relationship was ‘foolish’, would cause rivalry and resentment
amongst the other slaves under Lawrence’s control, and had the potential to
erupt into violence. Other planters who encountered similar relationships
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between overseers and slaves, whether consensual or not, no doubt viewed overseers with wives as a far more appealing and practical option. Although Laurens
dismissed his overseer for having an affair, he promised not to reveal the details
of his misconduct to anyone who enquired about the matter. Instead, he offered
to simply inform people that he was to be discharged in favour of ‘a Man of
more experience & one that has a wife’.43
Planters recognized that inappropriate relationships were more likely to develop
between female slaves and unmarried overseers than those with wives. A wife was
valued as a mechanism of control against white men’s sexual desires towards slave
women. Following the incident with James Lawrence, Henry Laurens sought to
employ overseers with wives. Laurens replaced Lawrence with a man named
Abraham Schad who, while less well qualified as an overseer, had recently
married. Bearing in mind Laurens’s recent experience with James Lawrence, and
that Abraham Schad had relatively little experience in slave management, it is
probable that Schad’s wife, Mary-Anne, was an important factor in Laurens’s
decision to hire him. Laurens hoped that Mary-Anne Schad, even though she
was ‘young’, would encourage her husband to work diligently and return straight
home to her, keeping him out of mischief. Thus, wives and their ‘civilising influence’ sometimes determined the employability of their husbands.44
Many colonial planters favoured married overseers as the more stable option.45
Not only did planters hope to discourage overseers from seeking solace and pleasures among slave women, they tied negligence on the plantation to other
unsavoury habits such as drinking, gambling, womanising, visiting friends, and
entertaining unruly company, black and white, on the plantation.46 These bad
habits were more generally associated with single men than married men. Thus,
planters predicted that allowing white women to reside with their husbands
would encourage them to settle down and reduce the risk of wayward behaviour.
Planters hoped that overseers’ wives would create an agreeable place of retreat for
their husbands after a day’s work, and that family life would provide a distraction
and evoke a sense of greater responsibility, thus increasing the overall stability of
the plantation.
Plantation owners utilised the labour of overseers’ wives to make plantations as
efficient and cost-effective as possible. In his correspondence with agents and overseers, Henry Laurens frequently expressed his hope that his overseers’ wives would
work hard and benefit the plantation. In his letters to his overseers, he outlined the
tasks he expected their wives to undertake. On one occasion he informed
Mr Schad that he was sending twenty-seven new slaves to the plantation, and
that he was consigning the slaves in question ‘particularly to your care &
Mrs. Schad’.47 On another occasion he wrote to Schad, ‘Your own, Mrs. Schads,
Mr Myers [overseer], & his wifes care and constancy at home will be all necessary
now at this time of sickness & will the more oblige me’.48 Many overseers’ wives
were expected to tend to injured or ill slaves and to prevent the spread of sickness
and diseases. The ill health of slaves constantly affected the productivity of a plantation. Even though doctors tended serious cases, planters were eager to avoid
such costly visits.49 Thus, the burden of slave welfare and recuperation fell upon
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overseers and their wives. With their husbands supervising slave labourers during
the day, wives played a crucial role in slave welfare, battling against the outbreaks
of contagious illnesses that depleted the number of slaves well enough to work.
Confronting the reality of plantation life and the challenges which women like
Mrs Schad took on confirms the poverty of a notion of a ‘golden age’ for colonial
women; this life was hard, demanding and the inherent responsibilities of their
position went far beyond the realms of housework.
The situation of lower-class white women on the plantation did not quite
mirror that of women living in cities such as New York, Boston and Philadelphia,
who sometimes led largely autonomous lives working as artisans or running
businesses.50 In South Carolina and Virginia, the dominance of the plantation
economy meant there was little opportunity for the private enterprise of
women. While some women in towns such as Charleston did take part in trade
and artisanal activities, the majority of white Southern women were subordinate
to their husbands.51 However, the tasks taken on by overseers’ wives awarded
them a degree of independence. Overseers’ wives contributed to the domestic
and to the plantation economy in a way that allowed them to exercise significant
informal authority in the household as well as over some other aspects of plantation business. Overseers’ wives received payment and reward for their labours and
as a result may have ‘lived under conditions of rough equality’ with their husbands
in the eighteenth century.52
Both colonial demographics and the maturation of plantation slavery had the
potential to disrupt established notions of gender just as they did the rigid barriers
of class. In the seventeenth century the demographic imbalance between men and
women in the South meant there was a shortage of women to carry out the work of
producing necessary consumables like food, drink and clothing. In fact, inventories reveal that most seventeenth-century farms and plantations did not
possess the equipment needed to carry out ‘labour that was traditionally
defined by English women’s work, and that was indispensable for the furnishing
of goods and services for home consumption—dairying, brewing, baking of
bread, poultry-keeping, spinning, and so forth’.53 By the eighteenth century
more women inhabited the Southern colonies and possessed the knowledge,
skills, and some of the equipment that allowed them to produce some everyday
necessities. White women who lived on plantations had greater access to resources
and equipment used to produce items such as cheese and butter, candles, soap,
tailored clothing, wools, dyes and shoes. Overseers’ wives used this equipment
to advance their skills and the well-being of their families and in return the planters who employed overseers with wives, rather than losing a slave labourer, gained
a free white labourer, at a relatively low cost, who could be employed in roles and
given responsibilities that neither slave women nor plantation mistresses could
perform.54 As a result, overseers’ wives carved out a distinctive niche within colonial society that traversed established lines of class, race and gender.
They were well placed to do so because of an important emerging economic
trend. During the eighteenth century planters began to recognise the value of
self-sufficiency on the plantation. Many worked to achieve what Max Edelson
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has termed the ‘plantation enterprise’. To increase their profit margin, and in conjunction with the ethos of the ‘plantation enterprise’, planters aimed to produce or
manufacture certain goods, in particular dairy products, clothes, shoes and other
daily necessities, at the plantation rather than buying costly imported goods. Planters expected and encouraged the wives of their white employees to be able to
produce provisions for slave families as well as the planters’ own. Numerous payments made to overseers’ wives for the additional services they provided can be
found in plantation account books, which in turn reflect the array of jobs
carried out by overseers’ wives and the rewards with which their efforts were met.55
Overseers’ wives were paid to run the dairy, tend to poultry and livestock, supervise and instruct spinners and weavers, make cloth, and act as nurses and midwives to all those living on the plantation, black and white.56 These roles could
be considered managerial; one planter went so far as to demand, in the contract
with an overseer and his wife, that ‘she will superintend a dairy and turn it into
the best and most profitable account the means on the estate will afford’.
Another offered payment equal to £100 South Carolina currency per annum to
any single woman who could manage the dairy and raise poultry. This job
included supervising and teaching slaves.57 On her arrival from Germany, the
wife of John Ehlers, who was overseer of George Washington’s slave gardeners,
was expected ‘to undertake to superintend my Spinners, and if required a Small
dairy’. In 1776, Virginia planter Robert Carter requested that one of his overseers’
wives teach six slave girls to spin, and in 1782 twelve of his spinners were under the
supervision of a white, female overseer.58 Women of good reputation might be
‘head-hunted’ to work as supervisors or overseers of groups of female slaves on
plantations. One plantation mistress in Virginia asked a friend to recommend a
man to oversee and instruct her spinners and weavers. Instead, her friend recommended a woman as the best choice. The woman she suggested was considered
‘capable of managing weaving and spinning’, and more than able to supervise
slaves and teach slave weavers and spinners her craft. Her future employer
offered her ‘£30 for managing the spinners and instructing the weavers’ or £40
per annum, Virginia currency, if she undertook the supervision and instruction
of slaves, as well as ‘constantly weaving’ herself, a wage that was at least equivalent
to, and in some cases surpassed, that which overseers received annually.59
It was not just the wives of overseers for whom the plantation economy offered
particular opportunities; young single women and widows also advertised their
availability for various types of plantation work. One notice read, ‘a single
woman, with a child, would be glad of a place on a plantation, to take charge
of a dairy, raise poultry, etc’, and another that ‘A dairy woman who can make
negro clothes wants work’, Even a ‘single elderly woman experienced in the
business’ of looking after a dairy and attending poultry sought employment on
a slave plantation. It is apparent that many planters were eager to place overseers’
wives, and sometimes single white women, in charge of dairy operations, poultry,
other domestic farm animals, spinning and weaving on their plantations.60 Thus,
overseers’ wives, when called upon, were used to supervise groups of slave seamstresses and spinners, or slaves who worked in the dairy, raised poultry, or cared for
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other domestic farm animals, which no doubt involved ‘overseeing’ slaves in a
manner similar to their husbands.
However, unlike single women and widows, who also were employed as supervisors and artisans, overseers’ wives were rarely compensated with an annual wage.
In some ways, their contribution to the plantation economy was largely expected
as payment for the housing, provisions and other items provided by their husband’s employer. Yet, the evidence suggests that overseers’ wives usually stood
to gain financially from their employment and received small cash payments
and extra provisions for their own households. Like overseers, who were paid a
share of the crop that slaves under their control produced, some overseers’
wives were paid a share of the produce that was made by slaves under their supervision. Furthermore, they were often allowed to sell surplus produce, sometimes to
their employers or at market. This enabled some wives to enhance their family
income. Planters were generally content to reward initiative and hard work and
entered into mutually beneficial arrangements with the white women on their
plantations. In South Carolina, John Ewing Calhoun gave his overseer’s wife the
‘liberty to raise poultry’ from his stock as long as she also supplied his ‘family
in Town with some Poultry’.61 Mrs O’ Brien, the wife of one overseer, was included
by name in her husband’s contract, and her duties detailed therein. Part of her role
was to ‘superintend and take care of the said negroes, the dairy & poultry’, for
which she was to be paid with ‘a third of all poultry she raised’ and a share of
all dairy products.62 In 1766 John Blake, overseer for Philip Grymes, settled his
account with his employer, of which £2 was for his wife for making butter in
that year. Robert Wormeley Carter, a planter in Virginia, noted in his accounts
that he paid his overseer for ‘20 Turkeys purchased of his wife’.63
Planters and their agents were often grateful for and impressed by the diligence
of overseers’ wives. An agent acting in the interests of an absentee planter commented on the endeavours of Mrs Brown, the overseer’s’ wife:
The Overseers Wife at Ashpoo [plantation] being very industrious, hath
afforded me a tolerable supply of poultry & Butter from thence the past year
but before then I scarce got any & from Perdee [plantation] I very seldom got
above 2 pair Turkeys in a season, with a pot of Butter now & then.64

Mrs Brown’s efforts not only earned her praise and separate mention in correspondence to her employer, but she also undoubtedly received payment for her work.
Overseers’ wives were also regularly paid for acting as midwives at the births of
black and white babies. One planter paid an overseer’s wife four times in a
short period for her role as a midwife and for attending pregnant slaves and, as
he noted in his account book, for also preventing them from having miscarriages.65 Overseers’ wives were homemakers, supervisors, nurses, midwives, and
farm hands rolled into one, and although they were usually paid for playing multiple roles, it must be remembered that the number of gruelling tasks they were
expected to perform made their employment extremely demanding.
With the emphasis on efficiency, plantation mistresses as well as planters encouraged informal trade between all members of the plantation household, black and
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white, rich and poor. The desire for self-sufficiency, independence, and reduced overheads encouraged men and women from the planter elite to look for new sources of
supply and to develop internal trade links within and between the plantations. Plantation mistresses traded and bartered with female employees and slaves who lived on
their plantations, and some even developed a network with other plantation mistresses in the locale. These small-scale mercantile ventures and trade networks were
exclusively female. In the eighteenth century, plantation mistresses like Martha Jefferson bought livestock, eggs, honey, vegetables, and other farm produce and homemade items from both overseers’ wives and slaves. Martha Jefferson not only
stocked her own kitchen and household, but also resold some of the produce,
cloth, and other goods to women on neighbouring plantations.66 The active trade
on plantations, in consumables and domestic goods, between women of all stations
in life, transcended conventional gender roles and racial boundaries. Overseers’ wives
who took part in these networks were forced into competition with slaves by their
employees and social superiors, a position remarkably similar to that of overseers,
who were sometimes forced to vie with slaves for favour and authority on the plantation. At the same time, plantation mistresses who were in need of certain items for
their households were willing to pay a fair price for the goods produced by the
black and white women who lived on their plantations.
These characteristics of a plantation economy thus granted overseers’ wives a
measure of autonomy and economic opportunity within these dynamic, female,
trading networks. Overseers’ wives’ extra duties enabled them to contribute more
than usual to the household economy of their family, in the form of goods and
cash. Furthermore, these women were sometimes accorded a role alongside
rather than beneath their overseer husband. Planters consulted overseers’ wives
on important issues concerning slaves and plantation matters. After the suspicious
death of a slave named Chloe, Henry Laurens wrote that ‘Mr Schad & his wife are of
the same opinion’ over the matter.67 Overseers’ wives were considered part of a
supervisory team, and their views were considered in a variety of matters relating
to day-to-day plantation business. Mrs Schad was not simply a housewife and
appendage of her husband, but was an equal member of an overseeing partnership.
Her thoughts on various aspects of plantation business and slave-related affairs were
clearly highly valued. In some cases they performed as ‘deputy husbands’ when their
husbands were away from the home or the plantation as part of their job.68 Mrs
Bone, wife of Thomas Bone, overseer for John Calhoun in South Carolina, was
paid an annual stipend for her role on the plantation which was outlined in her husband’s contract. Furthermore, it was stipulated that when her husband, Thomas
Bone, was ‘not present’ on the plantation she was expected to take care of aspects
of business that he usually attended to, such as to receiving provisions and attending
to the welfare of slaves.69 While the activities overseers’ wives took part in were not
necessarily unusual and in fact were often gender-specific, the daily interactions and
exchanges they took part in with both slaves and slave owners, and the compensation they received, placed them in a unique position, one that allowed them to
gain access to small amounts of cash or increased plantation resources and
occasionally luxuries.
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Evidence is abundant that many planters had come to hold their overseers and
wives in high esteem. Robert Carter was extremely pleased with an overseeing
couple who worked on one of his plantations in Virginia. He praised both
husband and wife for their success with both the crops and the slaves, who
‘appeared to have an affection for both him and her’.70 On the death of his overseer’s wife, planter Josiah Smith lamented, ‘[her] death has been a great loss to him
& also the plantation, as she appeared to me to be a very clever active woman’.71
Smith had praised Mrs Brown for being an industrious woman and later remarked
that Mr Brown ‘& wife will both save what money they get’ and be able to buy ‘a
couple of New Negroes on Credit’ and progress into the world of independent,
small-scale slaveholders. The positive reports of this overseeing couple reached
their employer, who resided in Britain. Social ambition born of hard work,
thrift and diligence was respected. This respect, and the consequent support of
a grateful plantation owner, could go a long way. Mr and Mrs Brown’s efforts
were rewarded when their employer lent them the money to purchase slaves,
with the intention of facilitating their intended move to become independent
planters.72
As they lived isolated from white society but surrounded by slaves, the social
standing of overseers’ wives inevitably suffered, in spite of their contribution to
the maintenance of the plantation system upon which so much prosperity rested.
This helped to foster the negative stereotypes of the brutish overseer and his
trashy wench. Certainly the unruly behaviour of some individuals and their
families conformed neatly to the idea of a feckless, lowly ‘class’ whom weary
planters were necessitated to employ. Yet the stereotype should be contested
and the inherent complexities of their situation, arguably a unique one in
colonial society, should be recognised. The place in colonial society occupied
by the overseer and his family was fraught with specific challenges: the isolated
and dangerous physical environment (Mrs Brown herself succumbed to disease
before her ambitions could be fulfilled); the violence of the plantation, and the
ambivalence of their own status, whether mediated by class or race. A more
detailed study of these overseeing teams of husband and wife reveals how well
many met these challenges: they were diligent, hardworking, capable men and
women who, as individuals as well as partners, managed to maintain a productive relationship with their employers and were often acknowledged as
such by their employers. While barely noted by contemporaries, or chronicled
by historians, the overseers’ wives themselves played a significant and dynamic
role in the making of colonial society: they brought the stability of domesticity
to their husbands’ lives, and embraced the unique opportunities, financial and
social, of the plantation economy. For many couples, overseeing became active
training for the move to plantation ownership, a route to respectability and
social mobility within the colonial South. Industrious overseeing couples rightfully earned the patronage of their employer, and, in this context, the overseer’s
wife deserves to be understood as a homemaker, a supervisor, and a valuable
contributor to the well-being of the plantation community, instead of just a
peach-stealing ‘bitch’.
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